Abstract
A. Introduction
Language has an important role as a medium of communication in social life. languages in interacting to others" 3 is called bilingual, whereas a bilingual is an ability of someone to use two kinds of language. This fact is also found in Mrs.
Hj. Elly Risman, S.Psi as the keynote speaker and a bilingual, by using one of linguistic aspects in the form of code mixing to communicate in one occasion of Islamic teaching forum by the purpose is to reach the target of discussion.
In a simple way, code mixing can be defined as a tendency of mixture in language use caused by the alteration of discourse situation. Kachru in Octavita defines that "code mixing is the use of two languages or more by inserting elements of one language to other language by turns".
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At the same time, Sumarsono defines that "code mixing happens when the speaker inserts elements of other languages when she spoke a certain language".
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According to Wardaugh "code mixing happens when speakers are fluent in using two languages (bilingual), when they altered their language from one language to another language in a single discourse." According to Suwito, some factors that commonly become cause of code mixing affair are: the speaker, the audience, situation and habits.
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The speaker sometimes expressly uses code mixing to the audiences, because speaker has a certain aim.
In general, the speaker wants to 
C. Results
On discussion video from Hj. The data presentation is as follows: Those are presented as follow: 
2) CM in the form of Phrases
There are 11 phrases found, they are in the following. 
c. Functions of Code Mixing
Based on data in Table 1 speaker"s habits of using language.
a. Types of Code Mixing 1) Code Mixing in the form of Words
The researcher found 18 words divided into 11 nouns, 2 verbs, 3 adjectives and 2 adverbs.
On 
Buttoned at the top, a ring is here."
"yeh" here indicates a confirmation of the characteristics of queen from the speaker to the audiences, etc.
2) Code Mixing in the form of Phrases
There are 11 code mixings in the form of phrases as shown in 
3) Code Mixing in the form of Clauses
There is data in the form of 
D. Conclusion
There are 4 types of code mixing, 
